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INTRODUCTION
AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Instagram is a photography and video 
based social media platform owned by 
Facebook Inc. in which people share 
content that can be edited with filters, 
tag friends and locations, and attach 
hashtags. Accounts can post public-
ly or privately, which means sharing 
posts with pre-approved followers. 
Instagram users have a feed in which 
they can view the content posted by 
other users they follow. Users can 
also “like” and “comment” on other 
people’s content, view trending posts, 
and search through different users. 
Originally, Instagram only allowed con-
tent to be posted in a square frame, 
however, these restrictions were lifted. 
Additionally, it is important to note 
that Instagram now allows users to 
post multiple photos or videos in one 
single post with their new “swipe”  
feature as well as post “stories” which 
are only visible for 24 hours; this  
similar to Snapchat.

Instagram content is very diverse. 
Instagram has a variety of specialized 

photography based fields; these are 
called niches. Different niches on 
Instagram include, but are not limited 
to, street photography, graphic design, 
travel blogs, color based photography, 
neighborhood photography, and just 
personal blogs. 

My Instagram project contains 
photographs that contain the color red 
in my neighborhood. I will combine 
two different fields of photography on 
Instagram: color focused photography 
and neighborhood photography. By 
combining two fields, I would like to 
expand the color focused photography 
field into neighborhood photography, 
thus creating a new niche. 

In order to keep track of my progress 
and gage if my project is successful, I 
came up with two research questions. 
Is there a niche on Instagram for com-
bining two different types of photog-
raphy, neighborhood photography 
and color-focused photography? Will 
people beyond Brooklyn find interest 
in my neighborhood photography? 
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RESEARCH AND DATA
ADDITIONAL FINDINGS

To properly structure my project, I did 
 research on influencers on Instagram whose 
project I would like to emulate, color based 
hashtags, and photography based hashtags. 
As an Inspiration for my project, I found  
@fursty and @ihavethisthingwithpink on 
Instagram. Dylan Furst (@fursty) is a filmmak-
er and photographer based in Bellingham, 
Washington State. His Instagram feed is 
mostly landscapes all with the same green-
ish-bluish hues. He currently has 1.2 million 
followers and 1,367 posts. He has been a 
member on Instagram since September 
2011. His Instagram did not 
start out with colored land-
scapes, rather he used to 
post different landscapes 
which gradually morphed 
into all having the same 
color. See reference sheet 
for @fursty’s timeline 
example. As a contrast to 
Dylan Furst, Kyla Herbes 
(@ihavethisthingwithpink) 
is a self described “content 
creator” and “color lover” from Chicago, 
IL. This account is not her main Instagram, 
rather it is a hobby. She has 78.3 thousand 
followers and 653 posts. She has been a 
member on Instagram since July 2015. Her 
Instagram is dedicated to solely posting pink 
objects. Kyla is consistent throughout all of 
her posts and all of content posted on her 
account follows a similar color scheme with 
the central focus or whole post being pink. 
See reference sheet for @ihavethisthingwith-
pink’s timeline.

Furthermore, I also researched different 
hashtags to use on my posts for maximum 
reach in addition to researching different 

Instagram accounts. I researched color 
based hashtags and  photography hashtags, 
as well as general hashtags that are popular 
to be used in order for my posts to be seen. 
I wrote out four popular tags for each cate-
gory and set up a plan to use a minimum of 
one tag from each category per post. These 
hashtags include: #redcolored, #redlifestyle, 
#redthings, #redtones, #photography, #shot-
oniphone, #HDR, #takenbyme, #brooklynny, 
#graphicdesigner, #artistsofInstagram, and 
#exploremyneighborhood. Furthermore, I 
made a list of four hashtags that must be 

included on every post 
to establish continuity: 
#myredbrooklyn, #sep_
collective, #newperspec-
tive, and #arts370 (see 
reference sheet for chart).

As previously stated, in 
my project I combine two 
different fields of photog-
raphy on Instagram, color 
based photography and 

neighborhood photography, thus creating 
my own niche. I would like to show another 
side of Brooklyn rather than the stereotypical 
perception of Brooklyn. I chose to combine 
the color red with my neighborhood be-
cause I live in a predominantly Irish Catholic 
neighborhood. My neighborhood is also 
made up of very proud Americans. I felt as 
though the color red would help accurately 
portray both my neighborhood’s personality 
and show people another side of Brooklyn. 
In order to keep all of my posts consistent, 
I set up ground rules for all of my content; 
everything must have a red central focus, all 
pictures will have 14px frames, and lastly, all 
photographs must be taken in Brooklyn.

I would like to 
show another 
side of Brooklyn .
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RESULTS AND 
STATISTICS

The following results are as of Wednesday, 
April 25th 2018. I currently have 170 followers, 
29 posts and am following 117. My first post 
was that of an American Flag, titled “American 
Pride” to introduce my Instagram Project. It 
got 72 likes and 4 comments, not including my 
hashtags or replies to comments. After that, 
most of my posts had around 50-60 likes and 
1-2 comments, slowly growing up to 80-90 
likes with 4-5 comments, not including my re-
plies to comments. As my followers increased, 
so did my engagement. I currently have a 
43.75% engagement rate and my net worth per 
post is between $30-$50. My most liked post 
has 97 likes and 2 comments, it was posted on 
April 17th, 2018 at 2:47pm. My most comment-
ed post currently has 6 comments, however, it 
used to have 13. I had to delete comments due 

to a bullying trend which started on my post. 
An Instagram user started a #tagtrash move-
ment in which users tagged their “trash friend”. 
I have kept the original comment and only the 
clean comments that seemed harmless (see 
reference sheet for image). I deleted all of the 
comments that I deemed harmful; this can 
be because the person that was tagged was a 
minor or because there were hateful words in 
the comment. I was not comfortable having a 
form of bullying start on my posts; therefore, I 
deleted the comments. My least liked picture 
has 34 likes and two comments, posted on 
March 2nd, 2018. Only two of my posts did not 
have comments and they are both my least 
liked post, one has 56 likes and one has 70 
likes: posted March 23rd, 2018 and April 5th, 
2018, respectively. Incidentally, my least liked 

and least commented posts are all close ups 
with angles. My followers seemed to like when 
my Instagram posts do not have more com-
plex setups. While centered close ups seem to 
be fine, the responses were not as positive to 
posts which were angeled and zoomed in.

On another note with regard to followers, I 
have a reach of 147 per week. Reach is the total 
a number of unique non follower accounts  
who have seen my posts. I also have 596  

impressions per week, which is the total  
number of people who have seen my posts.

I have posted 11 stories so far, they all have 
between 24-42 views. While it is too early to tell 
if it increases my engagement, my stories that 
have hashtags and locations embedded into 
them have gotten more views than the ones 
that do not. All of the people who viewed my 
most recent stories have been my followers 
(see reference sheet for stories).

I am surprised to see that only 1% of my followers are from 
Brooklyn, as this answers my second research question 
showing that people outside of Brooklyn do have an 
interest in my neighborhood photography.
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My current Instagram feed

I changed my Instagram account over to a business account in order to obtain statistics. 
Surprisingly, a majority of my followers were female: 65% of my followers are female and 35% 
of my followers are male. This is surprising in contrast to the standard gender distribution on 
Instagram which is 51% female and 49% male (https://www.socialfresh.com). The biggest age 
range category for the women is 18-24 years old (58%), next is 25-34 years old (18%), then 35-
44 (11%), then 13-17 (6%), 45-54 (4%), 55-64 (3%), and lastly, ages 65+ (less than 1%). For the 
male follower category, 18-24 years old (40%) was the biggest age range category, then 25-34 
(37%) at a close second, then 35-44 (13%), 13-17 (6%), 45-54 and 55-64 (both 2%), and lastly, 
ages 65+ (less than 1%).  (see reference sheet for charts).

Additionally, looking at the number of followers across selected top countries, I saw that the 
United States is on top with 53% of my followers being from the United States. 5% of followers 
are from Russia and Brazil, 4% of my followers are from Germany and the United Kingdom, 
and 3% are from Ukraine. More surprisingly, when looking at the number of followers across 
top selected cities, 29% of my followers are from New York City, 3% from Nassau County and 
Los Angeles, 1% from Brooklyn, and Moscow (see reference sheet for graphs). I am surprised 
to see that only 1% of my followers are from Brooklyn, as this answers my second research 
question showing that people outside of Brooklyn do have an interest in my neighborhood 
photography. 

I was also surprised to see that the most popular days when my followers are on Instagram 
are Monday and Friday. Additionally, 12pm, 3pm, 9pm, and 12am are the most popular times 
to post. I am surprised by this as most of the Instagram statistics I have read online said to 
post either on the weekends for the most popular response (see reference sheet for charts). 
As a response to the most popular times, I have begun to post on different days of the week at 
times that Instagram deems popular in order to see if that causes an increase in engagement. 

FINDINGS AND DATA
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My Instagram is getting more engagement and growing possibly 
due to the fact that I am starting to have a clear visual identity. 

Some Comments @heartykosherkitchen

@justinbenson

@morganhavana0905

@tami1154

@shannonkaufmann

@zumika_fit

“Loving this red thing you got going on! (heart eyes emoji)”

“Keep up the great work, your photos are great man!”

“Cool Cool Cool”

“I love the distinctive style you are developing and am excited to see 
your future posts”

“Redness (three hot pepper emojis)”

Include but are not limited to:

“Wow! Amazing :) (heart eye emojis)”

My Instagram is growing and reaching 
more people possibly because I am 
starting to have a clear visual identity, 
which is starting to connect with people. 
I am also actively liking, following, and 
commenting on other posts. Each week 
I have been steadily gaining followers 
(see graph on reference sheet). Although 
my likes and comments have not grown 
significantly, they have grown at a steady 

Additionally, two galleries have reached out to me: one private message and one general comment 
saying “would be great seeing you in our place”. I have also gotten various emojis such as the thumbs 
up, the perfect emoji, an assortment of smiley faces, and some hearts. While I do know some of the 
people who comment on my posts, a majority of them are strangers. The continuous growth of my 
Instagram account, along with the increase in likes and comments, answers my first research question. 
There is a place on Instagram for combining two different fields of photography. People are finding an 
interest in my photography as I combine two previously existing realms of photography, and with time, 
I hope to create a new, bigger niche. 

rate. This can possibly be due to hashtags, 
stories, locations, time of posts, and sheer 
luck. My account, however, has surpassed 
my original estimations, as I speculated 
that by the end of April I would have 150 
followers, and I currently have 170.

People have begun to comment and 
reach out to me, saying that they like the 
distinctive style I am developing and love 
the red theme.
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My project is successful up to a point because of my use of hashtags, my interaction with my  
followers, and because I am actively liking and commenting on posts as well as following other 
users. In the future, I can see my account growing even more if I maintain my interaction with other 
users and continue posting frequently. I would like to include more stories and not just “new post” 
and “photoshoot”. Eventually, I wish to include animations and videos on my Instagram, although I 
am not sure how to execute this yet. I would like to take an animation that showcases a red object 
or landscape.  I am leaning towards including either GIFs or videos. For a GIF, I would take a photo-
graph of an area, take out the red, I would then animate the red back into the GIF, so that specific 
area would stand out.  Since my project is very specific, perhaps it has the potential to become a 
trend. My goal is to increase engagement, thus gaining followers, likes, and comments.

At the end of the summer I would like to have 310 followers. This seems both realistic and attain-
able due to the fact that I am gaining a minimum of approximately 35 followers a month. It is  
currently the end of April and I have 170 followers. There are four months until the end of the 
summer, which means that if I continue to gain around 35 followers a month, I will have gained 140 
followers by the end of the summer. This is approximately 310 followers total. I am excited to post 
content, explore my neighborhood, and show Brooklyn in a new light. Most importantly, I am  
excited see where my project takes me in the future. 

CONCLUSION
THOUGHTS  FOR FUTURE

THE END.
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@fursty

@ihavethisthingwithpink

September 2011 February 2013 January 2015 October 2017 PRESENT (April 2018)

July 2015 March 2016 February 2017 PRESENT (April 2018)
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#tagtrash

I made a list of Hashtags that must be used 
in all of my posts for consistency.

Research: Hashtags

On one of my posts, someone  
(@toniioreed) started a bullying 
trend where they wrote the hashtag 
#tagtrash and then tagged trash 
friends. I have deleted most of  
the comments but kept some as  
an example.
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Gender distribution among followers (left)
Age range for males and females 
 (bottom left and right, respectively)

Instagram statistics

Chart of stories, M on story with the  
most views and L on story with the 
least views

Instagram Stories
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across selected top countries

across selected top cities

Instagram followers

Instagram followers
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Most popular days that followers  
are on Instagram 

Most popular times that followers 
are on Instagram 

Engagement

Engagement

Post information obtained from the @rerdiscoveringbrooklyn Instagram page

Reference account information and images obtained from @fursty and @ihavethisthingwithpink Instagram pages

Instagram statistics obtained from Instagram Insights

General gender statistics obtained from www.socialfresh.com

Chart on Instagram followers and 
projection for the future. 

Instagram Growth
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